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Recognition of human emotion from facial expression is affected by distortions of pictorial quality and facial pose, which is
often ignored by traditional video emotion recognition methods. On the other hand, context information can also provide
different degrees of extra clues, which can further improve the recognition accuracy. In this paper, we first build a video dataset
with seven categories of human emotion, named human emotion in the video (HEIV). With the HEIV dataset, we trained a
context-aware attention network (CAAN) to recognize human emotion. *e network consists of two subnetworks to process
both face and context information. Features from facial expression and context clues are fused to represent the emotion of
video frames, which will be then passed through an attention network and generate emotion scores. *en, the emotion features
of all frames will be aggregated according to their emotional score. Experimental results show that our proposed method is
effective on HEIV dataset.

1. Introduction

Estimating a person’s emotional state is essential in our
everyday life. *is capacity is necessary to perceive and
anticipate people’s reactions [1]. Particularly, this emotion
recognition challenge has a wide range of applications. For
example, the emotional recognition platform can be used to
recognize a potential suspicious person on intelligent se-
curity. Video recommendation services can match users’
interest with video emotion, and the government sector can
better understand people’s response to hot events or new
policies. *us, human emotion recognition has attracted
more and more attention as a new research field.

*e human face contains rich emotional clues. Chu et al.
[2] proposed a human emotion recognition method based
on facial action coding system, which encodes facial ex-
pressions through a series of specific location movements of
the face (action units). *e action units can be identified by
geometric features and appearance features extracted from
face images [3]. Recently, along with the development of

convolutional neural networks (CNNs), researchers attempt
to further improve the performance of emotion recognition
via CNNs [4]. Barrett et al. used CNNs to recognize action
units and facial emotion. *ese studies were mainly focused
on facial emotion recognition. However, the context in-
formation can also provide extra clues to recognize emotion.
For example, persons are usually happy at a wedding and are
usually sad at a funeral. When the context is incorporated,
the recognition accuracy can be further improved. Previous
researches have shown the importance of context in the
perception of emotions [5]. In some scenarios, when we
analyze a wider view rather than focus on the face of the
person, we canmore easily judge one’s feeling. Kosti et al. [6]
built an emotions-in-context database and showed the
emotion recognition accuracy is improved when the person
and the whole scene are jointly analyzed. Chen et al. [7]
exploited context clues, including events, objects, and scenes
for video emotion recognition, to improve performance.
However, these methods treat the features of different
frames equally and the difference of emotional information
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contained in these frames is not considered. Although the
research of context-aware video emotion recognition has
made great progress, it still has two major challenges:

(1) Combination of face and context information. Face
feature is associated with its context information.
However, traditional video emotion recognition
often computes the maximum or average value of
images’ feature of face and context separately and
then fuses the features of these two modes, lack of
organic fusion of face features, and context clues of
the same image. Face feature and its context feature
on the same image cannot be effectively integrated.
As shown in Figure 1(a), when we try to estimate the
emotion of the people in image sequences, context
information is difficult to provide effective emotional
features. For example, it is difficult to determine
whether a person in the image sequences is teasing or
being attacked by a dog through context informa-
tion. However, when we combine face and context
information in an image, it is easier to judge people’s
emotions as angry than using face information alone.
Similarly detailed estimations can be made in
Figure 1(b).

(2) Emotional differences in different images. Each
frame in video contains a certain amount of emo-
tional information, and these pieces of information
can be complementary to each other. *e most
frequently used method is simply max/average
pooling emotional features of all frames. However,
different images of one video may contain different
emotional information because of the difference of
face size, pose, perspective, and context information.
As an example, let us try to estimate the emotion of
these people in Figure 2. In Figure 2(a), we can
recognize that the emotion of the right image is joy
with a greater probability. *at is to say, the right
image contains more emotional clues. Similar de-
tailed estimations method can be made in the other
images of Figure 2. Similarly, context information
including surrounding environment and human
body can also provide different emotional infor-
mation. *erefore, how to solve the problem of
emotional differences between different images is an
important challenge for video emotional
recognition.

To overcome the above two challenges, inspired by the
attention mechanism [8, 9], we propose a context-aware
attention network (CAAN), which is robust to frames
containing less emotional information and simultaneously
uses the rich emotional clues provided by the other frames.
Firstly, CAAN uses two subnetworks to extract both face and
context features, respectively, and these two features on the
same image are fused to represent the emotion of the image.
Similar to literature [6], we take as input the entire image
and extract global features for providing the necessary
contextual support. *en, an attention network takes as
input the image feature and generates emotional score of the

image. Finally, the emotion features of all images in one
video will be aggregated according to their emotional score,
and the final emotion representation of the video is
produced.

In addition, existing video emotion recognition datasets,
such as video emotion dataset [10] and Ekman Emotion
Dataset [11], mainly focus on the psychological feelings of
viewers brought by video content and there are no humans
in many videos, which cannot effectively evaluate the human
emotion in the videos. *erefore, this paper builds a human
emotion in video (HEIV) dataset, which is based on video
emotion dataset [10, 11] and downloads some videos from
the network. *e HEIV dataset contains 1012 videos and the
human emotions in the videos are annotated according to
the emotion category defined by psychologists Ekman and
Friesen, as well as the neutral emotional categories. Besides,
some videos also are annotated by neutral. We will describe
it in detail in Section 3. *e performance of the CAAN
network is evaluated on the HEIV dataset. It improves top-1
matching rates over the state of the art by 2.22%.

*e main contributions of the paper are summarized as
follows.

We constructed a HEIV dataset consisting of 1012
annotated videos, which mainly focuses on human
emotion in the video rather than the psychological
feelings of viewers brought by video content in existing
video emotion recognition datasets. It is important for
the design of good video emotion recognition model.
CAAN can automatically generate emotion scores for
each frame and lead to better representation for the
difference of emotional information in different video
frames.
*e effect of different weight function of attention
mechanisms is evaluated which is helpful for the design
of attention-based computational model.

*e remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
the next section, we discuss related work on video-based
emotion recognition. Section 3 describes the proposed
dataset. Section 4 introduces the proposed CAAN. Section 5
gives experimental results. Section 6 concludes the paper and
gives our future work.

2. Related Work

2.1. Facial Emotion Recognition. Faces are the most com-
monly used stimuli to recognize the emotional states of
people by researchers in computer vision. facial action
coding system uses a set of specific localized movements of
the face to encode the facial expression [2]. It deals with
images in a nearly frontal pose [3]. However, facial images
can be taken frommultiple views or people may change their
posture while being recorded. Some works that deal with
multi-view emotion recognition have been proposed. Tariq
et al. [12] learned a single classifier using data from multiple
views. CSGPR [13] model performed the view normaliza-
tion, where the features from different poses are combined.
However, these approaches are not model relationships
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among different views. Eleftheriadis et al. proposed a dis-
criminative shared Gaussian process latent variable model
for learning a discriminative shared manifold of facial ex-
pressions from multiple views [3]. Different from the
existing multiple-view facial emotion recognition, this paper
mainly solves the problem of different facial poses in
emotion recognition in video. *ere are also a few emotion
recognition works using other clues apart from the face. For
example, Nicolaou et al. [14] considered the location of
shoulders as additional information to the face features to
recognize emotions.

2.2. Recognizing Emotion from Videos. *ere is some early
work that recognized emotion through audio-visual features
(e.g., [15–18]). Wang et al. [15] used audio-visual features to
recognize emotion in 36 Hollywood movies. Irie et al. [16]
extracted audio-visual features and combined them with a
Hidden-Markov-like dynamic model. *e audio-visual features
fusion is evaluated by decision level fusion and feature level
fusion [17]. However, they only use simple multimodal feature
fusion without considering the potential relation of multimodal
features, and the appearance features are low-level features.
Singh et al. [19] proposed an improved technique for order
preference by similarity to ideal solution (TOPSIS) method,
which is based on the co-occurrence behavior of facial action
coding system in the visual sequence to select key frames.Wang
et al. [20] proposed two-level attention with two-stage multi-
task learning framework. Firstly, the features of corresponding
region are extracted and enhanced automatically. Secondly, the
relationship features of different layers are fully utilized by bi-
directional RNN with self-attention. Wang et al. [21] defined a
multimodal domain adaptive method to obtain the interaction
between modes.

*e performance of emotion recognition is evaluated by
using different architectures CNN and different CNN fea-
ture layers in paper [11]. Nicolaou et al. [14] fused facial

expression, shoulder posture, and audio clues for emotion
recognition. Vielzeuf et al. [22] proposed a hierarchical
approach, where scores and features are fused at different
levels. It can retain the information of different levels, but the
potential connection between multi-modal data in video has
not yet been considered. Xue et al. [23] proposed a Bayesian
nonparametric multimodal data modeling framework to
learn emotions in videos, but it does not reflect the time
evolution of emotional expression in videos. Kahou et al.
[24] used CNN and RNN to model dynamic expression of
videos, and the results show that the performance is better
than the features fusion of frames.*e temporal evolution of
facial features is modeled through RNN in paper [25]. Zhang
et al. [26] constructed kernel functions to convert CNN
features into kernelized features. Xu et al. [27] conducted
concept selection to investigate the relations between high-
level concept features and emotions. *is paper considers
not only the emotional fusion of different facial features but
also the difference of the amount of emotional information
of video frames.

3. Human Emotion Dataset

We constructed a human emotion dataset based on video
emotion dataset [10, 11] and videos downloaded from the
web. Each video in the video emotion dataset is longer
and contains multiple human clips in each video. It
mainly focuses on the psychological feelings of viewers
brought on by video content. We clipped human clips
from videos of video emotion dataset and annotate the
emotions of humans in the video. We also downloaded
short video clips from YouTube. *e database contains a
total number of 1012 videos, and it uses a training set of
607 videos and a testing set of 405 videos. Figure 3 shows
example frames of each emotion category from the HEIV
dataset.

(a) (b)

Figure 1: Illustration of information combination.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 2: Illustration of emotion difference.
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3.1. Video Annotation. *e HEIV dataset was manually
annotated by 10 annotators: 5 males and 5 females. Neutral
and six emotion categories, including “anger,” “disgust,”
“fear,” “joy,” “sadness,” and “surprise,” defined by psy-
chologists Ekman and Friesen [28] are considered. In order
to ensure the quality of the annotations, some videos clips
with emotion labels coming from existing video emotion
recognition dataset are exercised by annotators. After
learning and practicing, annotators are asked to annotate
our HEIV dataset. When we show a video with a person
marked, we ask the annotators to select one of the emotion
categories that suit that video. Each annotator independently
annotates emotions, and emotion catalogue of a video
marked by the most annotators is selected as the emotion
label of the video. Furthermore, the gender (male/female)
and the age range (child, teenager, adult) of persons in the
video are also annotated.

3.2. Database Statistics. Of the 1012 annotated videos, 64%
are males and 36% are females. *eir ages are distributed as
follows: 10% children, 11% teenagers, and 79% adults. Table 1
shows the number of videos for each of the categories.

4. Context-Aware Attention Network

In our work, we focus on improving the accuracy of emotion
recognition. *e primary challenge in human emotion
recognition is the difference of facial scale, poses, perspec-
tive, and different degrees of contextual information. We
aim to tackle this by context-aware attention network
(CAAN), where facial and context emotion features are
fused and the emotional scores of the fusion feature are
generated by attention network. *e fusion features of all
images and their emotion scores are aggregated to make a
human emotion prediction in video.

Our proposed framework is shown in Figure 4. *e
architecture consists of three main modules: two emotion

feature extractors and an attention fusion module. *e face
feature extraction module takes as input the region of the
human face and extracts its facial emotion features. *e
context extraction module takes as input the entire frame,
which extracts global features for providing the necessary
contextual information. Finally, the third module is an at-
tention fusion network which takes as input the fusion
features of face and context information. It is composed of
two branches. *e first branch is a tiny CNN network which
takes as input the fusion feature and generates emotion
features of frames. *e other branch is also a tiny CNN
network and is used to generate an emotion score for each
frame. *en, the emotion features of frames and their
emotion scores will be aggregated, and the final emotion
representation of the human in the video will be produced.

4.1. EmotionFeaturesExtraction. *e face is the main part of
a human to express emotion. Previous research on emotion
recognition mainly focused on facial expression. However,
the context plays an important role in emotion recognition,
and when context information is incorporated, recognition
accuracy can be further improved. To jointly analyze the
human face and context features to recognize rich infor-
mation about human emotion in the video, facial and
contextual emotion features are extracted separately and
then are fused. Meanwhile, the importance of fusion feature
is judged by the attention mechanism.*is section describes
facial and contextual emotion features extraction.

In the emotion feature extraction stage, face features
extraction module and context features extraction module

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f )

(g)

Figure 3: Example frames of each emotion category from the HEIV dataset. (a) Anger. (b) Disgust. (c) Fear. (d) Joy. (e) Neutral. (f ) Sadness.
(g) Surprise.

Table 1: *e number of videos per emotion category in HEIV
dataset.

Category Anger Disgust Fear Joy Neutral Sadness Surprise
Number 103 105 121 207 125 158 197
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are used to extract face and context information, re-
spectively. Given a video V � (v1, v2, . . . , vK) with emotion
labels where K is the total number of frames of the video V

and vi is the i-th video frame, human faces are first
extracted from video frames by faster-rcnn [29] trained on
WIDER face dataset [30].*en, the faces detected in videos
are resized to 224 × 224. Let n be the number of frames with
faces in the video. *e human faces in video V can be
denoted as F � (f1, f2, . . . , fn), where fi is the human
face extracted from vi. VGG-Face model trained on the
VGG-Face dataset [31] as initialization is used to extract
facial emotional features. It is trained on the emotion
recognition dataset and obtains the facial emotion feature
extractor. In this paper, HEIV dataset is used to train face
feature extractor and context feature extractor. HEIV is
mainly used for human emotion recognition in video, and
most images in video contain human face. VGG-Face uses
face images as training samples and is supervised by
emotional category to which the image belongs. *e
trained VGG-Face can extract the emotional features of
different images. *erefore, given an image sequence
F � (f1, f2, . . . , fn), the fc6 feature is extracted as the
facial emotion feature of each image through the forward
propagation operation of face feature extractor. Let X �

xi|i � 1, 2, . . . , n  denote the fc6 layer features of F, where
xi is the fc6 layer feature of fi. In order to fuse face and
context information on the same image, only image se-
quences containing faces S � (I1, I2, . . . , In) are selected in
this paper. VGG network [32] is selected as context feature
extractor. It is pre-trained on ImageNet dataset [33] and
then trained on HEIV emotion recognition dataset. *e
whole image containing face is taken as training sample,
and the emotional category of the video is taken as su-
pervisory signal. *e VGG trained can extract the con-
textual emotional features about the scenes, environments,
and backgrounds of different images. *erefore, given an
image sequence S � (I1, I2, . . . , In), the fc6 feature is
extracted as the context emotion feature of each image
through the forward propagation operation of context
feature extractor. Let C � (c1, c2, . . . , cn) denote the fc6
layer features of V, where ci is the context information of
vi. *e obtained facial features and context features are fed
to the attention fusion network for effective fusion, so as
to further improve the accuracy of video emotion
recognition.

4.2. Attention Fusion Network. For a video clip v, we now
have two high-level semantic features (X, C). *ese two
features characterize the human of video from different
perspectives and there are also differences in the amount of
emotional information contained in different video frames.
In order to fuse the features of face image sequence and
context image sequence into a unified feature representation,
the face feature sequence and context feature sequence can
be fused separately, and then the face fusion feature and
context fusion feature are fused. However, this will isolate
the face feature from its context in the same image. Faces are
closely related to the context of the same image, and their
emotional features can complement each other to reflect a
person’s emotions in the image more comprehensively. In
addition, traditional average pooling or maximum pooling
feature fusion methods are difficult to effectively mine the
complementarity between different image features and
cannot reflect the emotional differences of different images.
*erefore, this paper proposes an attention fusion network
to effectively fuse image feature sequences of face and
context. It can quantify the emotion difference of different
video frames and fuse the features of face image sequence
and context image sequence according to their importance
and derive a unified feature representation.

More precisely, inspired by [7], we first transform face
and context features of all images to a high-level space (1024
neurons for face and context features) and then face and
context feature of each image are fused. *erefore, their
distinct properties can be preserved and discriminative
ability will be increased. Since these features are extracted
from different video frames and have different discrimi-
nation, we then use an attention fusion mechanism to fuse
these features, which can be able to be robust to frames with
poor emotion information and simultaneously use the rich
emotion information provided by the other video frames.
Our basic idea is that each emotion feature can have an
emotion score in aggregation, and the emotion features are
aggregated according to their emotion scores. For that,
emotion features are passed through two branches and then
aggregated together. *e first branch named fusion feature
generation part extracts higher-level fusion emotion feature,
and the other branch named emotion score generation part
predicts an emotion score for each fusion feature. Features of
video frames are then aggregated according to emotion
scores.

Face features
extraction

Emotion
loss

Triple loss

Attention fusion networkContext features
extraction

Figure 4: CAAN structure.
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Since the face and context features are extracted from the
same frames demonstrating the same emotion in different
forms, fusion feature generation part first fuses them using a
fusion layer with 2048 neurons for absorbing all the in-
formation to obtain a shared representation, which can be
expressed by the following:

ri � Φ xi, ci( , (1)

where ri is the fusion feature of the i-th video frame and
Φ(, ) is a fusion function.

*e fusion feature ri will be fed to two branch networks.
*e first branch named fusion generates subnetworks for
generating higher-level fusion features, and it can be
expressed by a fully connected layer.

gi � W
f
1 × ri + b

f
1 . (2)

*e obtained higher-level fusion features are passed
through a fully connected layer and generate emotion
prediction vector. *is branch is supervised by softmax-loss,
which optimizes the probability of each image feature.

*e other branch is the emotion score generation sub-
network, which is used to generate an emotion score for
fusion feature of each image. We rely on an attention
mechanism to obtain an emotion score. Its responsibility is
first to analyze the amount of emotional information con-
tained in video frames and then generate an emotion score
which is used to bestow the feature with as much emotion
information as possible. We use higher-level fusion features
gi to represent fusion features of each image, and its cor-
responding emotion score can be calculated using a fully
connected layer that has only one cell, which is signed as
1CF,

si � W
s
1 × gi + b

s
1, (3)

where Ws
1 and bs1 are parameters to be learned for the

emotion score generation part. Similarly, emotion score can
also be generated by two or three successive fully connected
layers, which is signed as 2CF and 3CF separately. In the
experiments in Section 5, we will compare the effects of these
different weighting functions.

*e emotion feature representation of video V can be
obtained by aggregating the fusion features gi and emotion
scores si of all images. It can be expressed as follows:

RV �


n
i�1 gi × si( 


n
i�1si

, (4)

where RV is the emotion feature of the video V. It is su-
pervised by triplet loss [34], which minimizes variances of
intra-class samples and discrimination of the emotion
representation of the video.

5. Experiments

5.1. Effect of Weighting Function. In this subsection, we
analyze the effect of different weighting function of emotion
score generation part on the emotion recognition perfor-
mance. First of all, we extract the fc6 layer feature of the face

and context features by face feature extraction part and
context feature contraction part. *e fc6 features of face and
context information are first passed through a fully con-
nected layer with 1024 neurons and then fused. Fusion
features are fed to two branches: one is used to generate
higher-level fusion features, and the other is used to generate
emotion scores. *ese two branches will be aggregated to
generate the final emotion representation of the video. We
consider three different weight functions of attention net-
work, 1CF, 2CF, and 3CF, as described in Section 4.2.

We also give the evaluation results by the attention
network which takes as inputs face and context information
separately. For the face or context information, the network
is divided into two branches beginning with pool5 layer
features. *e first branch is used to extract facial or context
features through pre-training vgg face or vgg16 model, and
the other branch takes as input the middle features of face or
context information and generates emotion score for each
face or context feature. *en, the facial or context emotion
features and their emotion scores will be aggregated, and the
final emotion representation of the face or context will be
produced. Similar to the attention fusion network, emotion
score can be calculated by one or two or three convolution
layers and a fully connected layer that has only one cell,
which is also signed as 1CF and 2CF and 3CF separately.
Table 2 shows the accuracy of emotion recognition using
different weight functions in attention networks on HEIV
datasets.

As shown in Table 2, we observe that the recognition
accuracy is different with different weighting functions in
emotion score generation part, which means that attention
mechanism can play an effective role in this situation. We
also observe that 3CF is slightly better than 2FC and 1FC for
fusion emotion features and context information, but 1CF is
slightly better than 2FC and 3FC for the face features. From
these three emotion feature accuracies, we can infer that
deeper attention networks can get better emotion score, but
when the attention network exceeds a certain degree, we
cannot get better emotion score. We rely on the 3CF
weighting function for fusion features and context features
emotion score generation part and 1CF weighting function
for facial emotion score generation part as the default in all
subsequent experiments.

5.2. Effect of Attention Mechanism and Feature Fusion.
In this subsection, we evaluate the performance of attention
mechanism and feature fusion. In order to validate the ef-
fectiveness of our attention mechanism and feature fusion,
we implement the following three average aggregate baseline
approaches:

Face Average Aggregate (FAA). *e fc6 layer features of
all faces are extracted by VGG-Face. *ese features are
aggregated by average pool and then passed through two
successive fully connected layers and are supervised by
softmax-loss.

Context Average Aggregate (CAA). *e fc6 layer features of
all context images are extracted by VGG16. *ese features
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are aggregated by the average pool and then passed through
two successive fully connected layers and are supervised by
softmax-loss.

Fusion Feature Average Aggregate (FFAA). *e fc6 layer
features of all faces and context images are extracted byVGG-
Face and vgg16 separately. *ese two features are first passed
through a fully connected layer with 1024 neurons and then
fused.*e fusion feature is passed through two successive fully
connected layers and is supervised by softmax-loss.

Table 3 shows the accuracy of emotion recognition using
attention mechanism and the above three average aggre-
gationmethods: FAA, CAA, and FFAA. As shown in Table 3,
on HEIV dataset, attention mechanism increases top-1
emotion recognition accuracy by 5.43%, 2.22%, and 4.94%,
respectively, compared with FAA, CAA, and FFAA. We also
notice that feature fusion increases top-1 emotion recog-
nition accuracy by 3.45% and 5.18%, respectively, compared
with face features and context features on average aggre-
gation and feature fusion increases top-1 emotion recog-
nition accuracy by 2.96% and 7.9%, respectively, compared
with face features and context features on attention
mechanism. Based on these experiments, we can infer that
attention fusion network outperforms the average aggregate
method on HEIV dataset, and feature fusion outperforms
single face or context feature on HEIV dataset.

5.3. Visualization of CAAN. In order to visualize the
CAAN, some image sequences in the test set and their
corresponding emotional scores are shown in Figure 5. As
shown in Figure 5, the emotional scores of different
images are different because of the difference of their facial
posture and context information. Some images contain
abundant emotion clues on human face and the context
information, such as the 3rd image in Figure 5(b) and the
5th image in Figure 5(f ); thus, CAAN gives these images
higher emotional scores. On the contrary, some images
contain little emotion clues on human face and the
context information, such as the 1st image in Figure 5(a)
and the 7th image in Figure 5(e), and CAAN gives these
images lower emotional scores.

5.4.ComparisonwithState of theArt. We also compare state-
of-the-art performance in recent literature. To validate the
effectiveness of our CAAN method, we compare with the
following state-of-the-art approaches on HEIV dataset.

5.4.1. Attention-Based Network. QAN [8] and attention
clusters [9] are two attention-based networks. QAN is a
quality network which takes as input images of video on
HEIV dataset, and attention clusters are a multimodal

attention network which takes as input fc6 layer features of
face and context on HEIV dataset.

5.4.2. Feature Fusion Network. Recent literature [6, 7, 24, 29]
used multimodal feature fusion network. It implemented two
modes of face and context on HEIV dataset.

Table 4 gives top-1 accuracy (%) of different methods
on HEIV. As shown in Table 4, our context-aware at-
tention fusion network achieves 2.22% performance gain
on HEIV dataset. We also noticed that the performance of
QAN only taking as input video frames is lower than
fusion feature. By the attention mechanism, the perfor-
mance of attention clusters [9] taking as input two modes
of face and context is higher than feature fusion without
attention mechanism. Note that our CAAN attains su-
perior performance for two reasons: firstly, attention
mechanism is robust to frames containing less emotional
information and simultaneously uses the rich emotional
clues provided by the other frames. Secondly, our feature
fusion not only jointly exploits the face features and
context information but also preserves their distinct
properties. Based on these experiments, CAAN outper-
forms state-of-the-art results on HEIV datasets. *e im-
provement of CAAN network proves CAAN’s ability to
deal with videos with different emotion information.

5.5. Confusion Matrix. To analyze the recognition accuracy
of different emotion categories, we gave the confusion
matrix of the recognition accuracy using CAAN on HEIV
which is shown in Table 5. *e vertical is true label, and the
horizontal is the recognition accuracy of each emotion
category. We observed that the surprise, fear, and disgust are
well recognized, and the anger, neutral, and joy have a
greater number of false positives. We inferred that it is
because anger and joy add more emphasis on psychological
activities, and their behavior expression is relatively low. We
also noticed that 30.59% of joy is recognized as a surprise.
We inferred that it is because some humans have both
feelings of joy and surprise, and it is hard to determine which
emotion dominates. We also observed that happiness is not
recognized as disgust and neutral is not recognized as
sadness. It is because the expressions of these two emotion
categories are quite different.

Table 2: Accuracy of emotion recognition on HEIV dataset.

Layers Fusion features accuracy (%) Context features accuracy (%) Facial features accuracy (%)
1FC 50.37 42.72 48.89
2FC 51.11 43.46 44.44
3FC 51.85 43.95 47.90

Table 3: Performance evaluation of attention and feature fusion.

Methods Average aggregate accuracy (%) Attention accuracy
(%)

Face 43.46 48.89
Context 41.73 43.95
Fusion 46.91 51.85
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5.6. Result on Ekman-6 and VideoEmotion-8. In this section,
we conduct experiments on Ekman-6 [35] and Video-
Emotion-8 [10] datasets to further evaluate the effectiveness
of our method.

Ekman-6 dataset contains 1637 videos, and it uses a
training set of 819 videos and a testing set of 818 videos. It
was manually annotated by 10 annotators according to
Ekman’s theory [28] on six basic human emotion categories,
with a minimum of 221 videos per category.

VideoEmotion-8 dataset contains 1101 videos collected
from YouTube and Flickr. *e average duration of videos is
107 seconds. *e experiments were conducted 10 times
according to train/test splits provided by [10].

Table 6 gives top-1 accuracy (%) of different methods on
Ekman-6 and VideoEmotion-8 datasets. As shown in Ta-
ble 6, our context-aware attention fusion network achieves

1.83% and 1.68 performance gain on Ekman-6 and Vid-
eoEmotion-8 dataset, respectively. *e results show that our
methods achieve the state-of-the-art results on both Ekman-
6 and VideoEmotion-8 datasets.

6. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we first built a video dataset with 7 categories of
human emotion, named human emotion in the video (HEIV).
With the HEIV dataset, we trained a context-aware attention
network (CAAN) to recognize human emotion. CAAN con-
sists of threemodules. Two emotion feature extractionmodules
are used to extract face and context features, respectively.
Attention fusion network fuses these two features and gen-
erates an emotion score for each fusion feature.*en, the fused
emotion features will be aggregated according to their emotion
score, and the final emotion representation of the video is
produced.*e performance of the CAANnetwork is evaluated
and it can achieve excellent results on the HEIV dataset.

Although our approach obtains a promising perfor-
mance in video emotion recognition, however, because of
the diversity of human emotion expression, human emotion
can be expressed through multiple body parts. In future
work, we will further combine human part semantics for
better recognition performance.

Data Availability

HEIV can be obtained by contacting liuxiaodongxht@
qq.com.
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Figure 5: Samples with their emotion scores predicted by CAAN.

Table 4: Top-1 accuracy (%) compared with state-of-the-art
methods on HEIV

Method Result (%)
Quality-aware network [8] 43.95
Fan et al. [25] 45.68
Vielzeuf et al. [22] 45.93
Chen et al. [7] 46.17
Kosti et al. [6] 46.42
Attention clusters [9] 49.63
Ours 51.85

Table 5: Confusion matrix.

Predicted label
True label Anger Disgust Fear Joy Neutral Sadness Surprise
Anger 38.10 9.52 14.29 4.76 16.67 4.76 11.90
Disgust 2.33 55.81 11.63 4.65 2.33 16.28 6.98
Fear 2.13 4.26 57.45 2.13 8.51 19.15 6.38
Joy 1.18 0 8.24 47.06 9.41 3.53 30.59
Neutral 12.24 8.16 6.12 18.37 42.86 0 12.24
Sadness 1.64 11.48 14.75 8.20 1.64 54.10 8.20
Surprise 1.28 1.28 8.97 8.97 8.97 7.69 62.82

Table 6: Top-1 accuracy (%) compared with state-of-the-art
methods on Ekman-6 and VideoEmotion-8.

Method Ekman VideoEmotion-8
Emotion in context [7] 51.8 50.6
Xu et al. [11] 50.4 46.7
Kernelized feature [26] 54.4 49.7
Concept selection [27] 54.40 50.82
Ours 56.23 52.5
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